YOUR PARTNER FOR
CUSTOM MILLWORK & RESTORATION
At Vintage Millwork and Restoration, our team of skilled millworkers,
builders, designers, and project managers know the value of marrying
the old to the new. We use time-tested craftsmanship and the latest
woodworking technology to create custom millwork pieces that are
both beautiful and durable.
Whether you’re working on a commercial building, a home, or even
a historical restoration, we can create the doors, windows, hardware,
and other architectural elements that suit your building’s style and
make it stand apart from the rest.
And we understand the demands that architects, builders, and
contractors face. That’s why we make it our job to make your job
easier. We know the value of having a trusted partner, and we pride
ourselves on our responsiveness, accuracy, and above all, quality.

OUR WORK IS
ROOTED IN OUR HERITAGE
Vintage Millwork and Restoration was born out of the
long-standing partnership of Ben Esh and Daniel Glick,
founders and owners of B&D Builders, Mid-Atlantic
Timberframes, and Mid-Atlantic Steel Fabrication. Built
on this family of companies, we have all of the skill and
expertise needed to bring your project to life.
Thanks to our in-house millwork shop, the same team
that drafts your design also builds your finished piece, so
you can be sure that the design you approve is what you’ll
receive at the end. We keep strict control over the
materials, construction process, and finishing details to
provide you with turnkey service, timely turnaround, and
high-quality products and services:
• Doors
• Windows
• Architectural Elements
• Cupolas
• Hardware
• Restoration

DOORS & WINDOWS THAT
GO BEYOND MERE BEAUTY
Our doors and windows do more than just look good. By
blending our old-world craftsmanship with state-of-theart machinery and top-quality materials, they become
durable works of art, statement pieces for any residential
or commercial building.
Every Vintage Millwork and Restoration door is designed
with kiln-dried, quarter-sawn wood and uses engineered
side stiles for durability and strength. When compared
to traditional solid wood construction, our technique
minimizes points of weakness, reduces warping, and
provides better thermal insulation.
We use a wide range of natural woods—including
mahogany, western red cedar, knotty alder, and Douglas
fir—to build custom interior, exterior, barn, and garage
doors. We also manufacture reclaimed wood doors,
something you will be hard-pressed to find anywhere
else on the market!
Our custom windows can be made to complement
any style and suit any function. From small to stunning,
they’ll make a statement whether you’re viewing from
the outside or inside.
If you need just one, or many, doors or windows, our
team has the expertise and capacity to stay hands-on
from start to finish. Our streamlined process to specify,
order, and install our high-quality custom doors and
windows makes your job easy—and beautiful.

ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS THAT
MAKE YOUR BUILDING UNIQUE
A unique cupola for the top of a barn. Boot shelves, blanket
holders, and other accessories for a truly custom tack room.
Whatever architectural touches you need for a project, we
can help. Using natural wood, reclaimed wood, or even a
combination of both, we can design and build custom pieces
that embody the quality, style, and character of your project.

HAND-FORGED HARDWARE THAT
WORKS AS GREAT AS IT LOOKS
Nothing says quality like true hand-forged hardware.
We pride ourselves on our one-of-a-kind hardware
for exterior, interior, barn, and garage doors, including
handles, latches, lock sets, hinges, and much more. In
addition to our custom hardware, we also sell products
by Ashley Norton, Rocky Mountain Hardware, and Von
Duprin. You’ll get top-quality hardware, at a fair price,
that makes a statement to anyone coming or going.

HISTORICAL RESTORATION THAT
STANDS THE TEST OF TIME
In addition to building for new projects, our team is skilled and
qualified to preserve elements of historical buildings as well.
We’ve worked with many older properties, including buildings
on the National Register of Historic Places, replicating and
replacing pieces to ensure historical accuracy. We take the
time and care to ensure your building will look not only like the
original, but even better.

At Vintage Millwork and Restoration, we know that the
small details build the big picture. Trust us to create the doors,
windows, hardware, and other details that define your building.
Contact us today to discuss your project.

34 S Vintage Road, Paradise, PA 17562
717.687.0292 | vintagemillworkrestoration.com

